FIVE WAYS TO
SUPERCHARGE
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY
The SMB’s guide to increasing performance
with Microsoft Dynamics 365

GET YOUR ORGANISATION
READY FOR THE FUTURE
Microsoft
Dynamics 365
is the world’s connected
business cloud. It helps
you better understand
your business and act
strategically for
success.

Do you want improved performance and increased productivity? Collaborative
teams? Happier customers? Solid growth? Then you’re in the right place.
In this guide, you’ll see how you can use Dynamics 365 with
Office 365 to meet your goals. You’ll learn how other SMBs are
using enterprise-grade capabilities. And you’ll discover how
innovations like AI and PowerApps are changing the game for
businesses of all sizes.
Set your goals. And achieve them.
With Dynamics 365, there are five steps to increasing productivity:

1

Find, connect
and manage
your data

2

Make data-driven
decisions and act on
insights
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3

Handle everyday
processes efficiently
and consistently

4

Personalise
customer messages
and unite sales and
marketing teams

5

Achieve
greater customer
loyalty

1. Find, connect and manage your data

HOW TO CONNECT YOUR
DATA USING DYNAMICS 365
The same data. The same access. The same experience.

How we... improved managing
data on a day-to-day basis

Dynamics 365 lets you save time, improve productivity and get everyone on
the same page. Thanks to secure cloud technology, you can process your data
at scale – and unlock the answers that lie within.

Who? DDC Dolphin, infection
control experts.

• Connect all your data sources and replace legacy systems.
You’ll be able to unify CRM, marketing and ERP within a single product.
• Give everyone the same access to data. Data from Office 365 and
Dynamics 365 is stored in the same place, giving you access to data
across different apps and devices.
• Work seamlessly with the Microsoft products you already use. You can
build on the productivity gains from Office 365, and process data within
Outlook. You’ll cut the chance of adoption issues too.
• Increase engagement with prospects and contacts.
For example, you could see LinkedIn insights embedded
into Dynamics 365. So you won’t have to jump between apps.
• Make every experience consistent. Regardless of the app
or device your people are using, they’ll get the same experience.
• Keep on top of your analytics and usage statistics through a
unified administration centre. This manages all Microsoft business
apps, environments and workflows in one place.
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Why? The company’s previous CRM
couldn’t handle the service processes.
Data was disconnected. And it took
far too long to compile reports.
The results? DDC Dolphin has reduced
the time it spent on creating reports.
And it’s brought all its data into one place.

“ Throughout the business we now find it
much easier to work with our data through
views and filters in Dynamics 365, which
enable everyone to get the information
they need. Reporting is now a million times
better than before and we can always dig
deeper for more insights.”
Operations Director, DDC Dolphin

1. Find, connect and manage your data

The future at your fingertips
That isn’t all. You also get the benefits of embedded AI and easy-to-use apps.
Meet unique business requirements
Quickly build and deploy connected mobile apps and solutions on the
Microsoft Power Platform. People can use these intuitive apps wherever
they work to handle specific workloads that will increase productivity.
Improve collaboration across projects
Help your people collaborate better than ever, using Microsoft Teams.
Make sure projects, opportunities and accounts run smoothly, by connecting
your partners and staff. And you can invite anyone to join in – they don’t need
to be a Dynamics 365 user.
Create a single source of customer information
Speed up the time it takes to analyse customer feedback, so you can quickly
act and make changes. Keep all your customer survey responses in one place
by connecting Microsoft Forms Pro with Dynamics 365.
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2. Make data-driven decisions and act on insights

HOW TO ACTION YOUR
INSIGHTS USING DYNAMICS 365
Turn your data into results

How we... transformed reporting
and data-driven decision making

When you’ve got connected data, you have a single source of truth.
This makes it easier to uncover insights. Then with Dynamics 365,
you’ve got the access, automation and power to turn your data
into results.

Who? Fourfront Group, commercial
workplace design specialists.

• See the metrics that matter most to your teams.
Dynamics 365 tracks business processes to help you
understand performance where it matters.
• Increase reaction times and keep your people informed.
You’ll have access to dashboards and charts that show real-time
updates. This lets you uncover new insights and instantly get
answers to your questions.
• Identify key actions and sentiments from customer
emails tracked in Outlook.
• Prompt users with contextual cards. Embedded intelligence
and Microsoft Exchange suggest actions and provide reminders.
• Remove the guesswork with data-driven decision-making.
Dynamics 365 connects with Power BI to give you deeper
analysis. It’s easier to uncover insights and find answers
within your data.
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Why? The group needed a unified CRM
that would connect its business processes.
And it needed to improve reporting. The
group was already using Office 365.
The results? Fourfront has transformed
its reporting. Data is available to different
teams, in real time. And for the first time
in its history, directors can take accurate
pipeline reports into board meetings.

“ Previously [reporting] was a manual
process and often subjective, but it is
now entirely based on facts being
driven by CRM data.”
Special Projects Director, Fourfront Group

2. Make data-driven decisions and act on insights

“ Preact has introduced Power BI which is improving the
quality of our forecasting. This makes it easier to conduct
regional analysis and forward planning to understand
what quantity of components need to be stocked based
on projected orders.”
Global Sales Systems Manager, Socket Mobile

Speed up the time it takes to get key insights
Embedded AI models spot actionable insights and trends
from large sources of data, like customer surveys and support
cases. These models scan and tag text so you can instantly see
trends in sentiment in feedback, or which service issues are
taking the most time to fix.
And with natural language queries, you can type in a question
and receive an answer from your data. Just like you’d do with a
search engine.

Predict what’s going to happen
An embedded AI model continually monitors data in Dynamics
365. It analyses historic patterns and the resulting outcomes.
Then it uses machine learning to detect similar patterns in new
data. The AI model gives you a binary answer like yes or no, pass
or fail, true or false. So, you can predict any business outcome.
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3. Handle everyday processes efficiently and consistently

HOW TO USE PROCESSES
TO ACCELERATE YOUR
RESULTS, WITH DYNAMICS 365
Set rules to reach success
Dynamics 365 and Office 365 give you connected processes, smart
workflows and embedded intelligence. Which lets your people do
their jobs faster and more thoroughly.
• Create rules and logic for your business and your teams.
It’ll enrich your data and enforce consistency.
• Give prescriptive advice on how to reach successful
outcomes, with clearly defined repeatable processes.
It means everyone can see what’s happened, and they
know what needs to happen next.
• Protect your data quality. Dynamics 365 sets processing
rules that ensures only good quality data gets put into the system.
• Improve team performance by creating consistent,
transparent processes. These processes also make it
easier to onboard new starters.
• Increase efficiency with automated workflows.
Set these to trigger based on time periods and dates, or
when approval requests and other actions occur.

How we... connected processes
to create scalability
Who? Clarion UK, a provider of
interpreting and support services
to deaf and disabled students.
Why? The company was limited by
its fragmented processes, which were
preventing growth and harming cashflow.
The results? Clarion UK configured Dynamics
365 to connect its processes. This quickly
reduced manual data input, which fast-tracked
its workflows and increased capacity to support
the company’s growth plans.

“ From 350 students, we are well on the way
to supporting 800. We’ll overshoot that
target soon and I’m confident we could
bring on several hundred more students
as we now have sufficient infrastructure
in place. [Dynamics 365] has transformed
our processes giving us the scalability
that we needed.”
Chief Executive Officer, Clarion UK
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“

3. Handle everyday processes efficiently and consistently

“
Let AI reduce manual data entry tasks

Identify actions based on content

Embedded AI can free up your people by taking away
the repetitive, mind-numbing tasks. So they can concentrate
on the jobs that really add value.

Text recognition can turn hand-written notes into digital
documents. And it can read notes entered by users.
The AI model looks for potential actions and makes
recommendations as to what should happen next.
For example, if it’s notes from a sales meeting, the system
may prompt you to create a new opportunity or send
a follow-up email.

Dynamics 365 AI capabilities can:
• Extract structured data from PDFs and paper-based
forms, like invoices and orders.
• Turn written notes in digital documents.
• Create new records in Dynamics 365 from
the extracted information.
“ Using Dynamics 365, our partners are guided through
a series of steps which provide clarity on what needs to
happen. And this enforces the rules that we must follow
to ensure these processes are compliant with the terms
of our funding.”
Data Lead, The Matthew Project
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Meet rising customer demands with chatbots
With Dynamics 365 Virtual Agent, your service teams can
quickly set up chatbots without code. These chatbots can
answer customer questions and resolve issues, by looking
up data and performing actions. So, your business can
scale up and improve its service offering. And you don’t
need to add any more resource.

4. Personalise customer messages and unite sales and marketing teams

HOW TO ENGAGE YOUR
CUSTOMERS USING
DYNAMICS 365
Treat your customers like individuals – at scale
Marketing wants to start meaningful conversations. Sales wants
to boost the bottom line. With Dynamics 365, you can do both.
Plus, your customers will be happier than ever.
• Launch the right campaign at the right time.
Anyone can see the relationship with a contact and start a
campaign based on that. Which means all your communications
are relevant and personal. If marketing has a variety of campaigns
ready – like reactivation, nurture or awareness – any team
can deploy them.
• Strengthen communication between sales and marketing,
with campaign transparency and shared history. It doesn’t matter
who last contacted a customer. All the history is stored in one place.
So, any team can see the latest updates.
• See a complete view of every customer,
across all teams and on any device.
• Demonstrate your GDPR compliance.
See how each contact has approved communications,
and hold proof of double opt-ins.
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How we... helped target
customers at the right time,
with the right message
Who? Source Telecom, an independent
broker for telecom solutions.
Why? Source Telecom turned to Preact
to transform its business processes. It was
already using Dynamics 365, but it wasn’t
customised. So it wasn’t used effectively
by the team.
The results? The company is able
to nurture prospects through email
campaigns, by targeting the right people
with the right message at the right time.

“ When we speak to people who aren’t yet
ready to engage us, we can move them into
a nurture campaign. This will send a series
of emails over several weeks or months
and with its reporting we can identify when
people are responsive to our messages.”
Business Account Manager, Source Telecom

4. Personalise customer messages and unite sales and marketing teams

What’s next for customer engagement?
From chatbots to lead scoring models, Dynamics 365 gives
you innovative ways to spark new interactions.
Give your sales and marketing teams more power
Increase your lead generation by using chatbots to engage web visitors.
Anyone can build and manage these chatbots, whether they’re in sales,
marketing or customer service.
Identify sales-ready leads
Develop predictive lead scoring models using AI. Then use them to identify
sales-ready leads and improve the handover from marketing to sales.
Using a model to score the leads will put both teams on the same page.
It’ll improve communication between the two as well.
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5. Achieve greater customer loyalty

HOW TO EARN YOUR
CUSTOMERS’ LOYALTY
USING DYNAMICS 365
Empower your customers and create communities
Your customers want to engage with your business as and when they need
to. But if you don’t have the round-the-clock support, you’re unlikely to
have their loyalty. Which means you risk losing them to your competitors.
With self-service web portals, you can scale up your support.
Without adding more resource.
• Empower your customers to find the answers they need.
Connected PowerApps Portals are a new way for your
customers to interact with your business.
•	
Deflect potential support issues. You can make Dynamics 365
knowledge resources accessible within PowerApps Portals. So, customers
can find answers as soon as they need them. You can build forums too,
and let users share their knowledge.
• Improve your service experience. Customers can log issues,
check updates on existing issues, and view or edit their data
whenever they want.
• Add new portals quickly and easily, thanks to prebuilt portal
templates. Whether it’s for events, partners or communities,
you can set them up as and when they’re needed.
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How we... ensured service
excellence using a web portal
Who? BeBa Energy, a renewable energy
company specialising in solar assets.
Why? The company needed a way to give
clients greater transparency and convenience.
The results? BeBa has improved service
delivery thanks to its Dynamics 365 connected
web portal. This has also helped the company
acquire new customers.

“ With Preact’s help, we’ve now rolled
[portals] out, enabling our customers to log
new cases, check the status of existing cases
as well as check the important detail about
their agreements including service and
expiry dates and insurance details.”
Technical Director, BeBa Energy UK

5. Achieve greater customer loyalty

A new way to use portals
It’s even easier to use web portals now.

You can build as many portals as you want.
They’re licensed by external usage, rather than
per portal. You deploy each portal securely in
the cloud. So, there’s no new hardware to procure
or web servers to provision.

You don’t need custom IT support.
Portals are part of PowerApps, making them
quick and easy to design and build, with drag
and drop controls.

“ We’ve developed the portal so customers can request unscheduled call
outs online and get greater visibility by referencing data stored in Dynamics.
Several of our clients have different sites so the portal enables them to easily
see key information. Our international distributors working in a different
time zone can easily check this detail when our UK head office is closed.
And we’ve even promoted the availability of our portal to help us win
a tender for a prestigious new contract.”
Operations Director, DDC Dolphin
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DYNAMICS 365:
DISCOVER MORE. ACHIEVE MORE.
Dynamics 365 enables smarter processes that increase your productivity.
It lets you connect your data, helping to transform decision making.
And with improved customer service and better communication between
teams, you’re on your way to faster growth in 2020 and beyond.
The benefits keep coming when you use Office 365 with Dynamics 365.
Having secure cloud applications that work together will send your
productivity sky-high. They let you bring your data and your people
together. With a shared data platform, you can serve your customers
better, and collaborate between teams. Plus, you can transform
reporting and quickly act on insights.
Dynamics 365 and Office 365 will supercharge productivity across
your entire business. Add in new innovations like AI, and you’re ready
for a future of increased performance.
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“

PREACT: HELPING SMBs ON
THEIR DIGITAL JOURNEYS
Increase your productivity and work smarter
The future’s in sight. It’s a future where you connect your business data and implement smarter
processes. And you’ll collaborate better and do more to delight your customers.
It’s a future made possible with Preact.
We’re here to help at any stage of your digital transformation journey. You’ll receive a personal,
friendly service, and the reassurance of working with a top-ranked Microsoft provider. You’ll also
get straight-forward advice that focuses on your specific goals and measurable results. Plus, our
fixed price and flexible approach means we’ll fit your priorities and timelines.
Get in touch with us at sales@preact.co.uk or on 0800 381 1000 or 01628 661 810

“ We’ve received excellent support from Preact through their
account management, technical help and consultancy. A key
part of this has been the continuity in speaking to people
who understand our business and how we use Dynamics.
I regard Preact as the market leader for Microsoft Dynamics
365 and I’m very happy to recommend their services.”
Operations Director, DDC Dolphin

“ Preact have consistently delivered a high level of
customer care and attention to detail. I find their
team to be professional, knowledgeable, credible and
“
responsive. We have worked with other developers
in the past and I’ve never had more confidence in a
firm than I do with Preact. Their technical knowledge
of Microsoft Dynamics 365 is second to none.”
Commercial Director, ramsac
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WORRIED ABOUT THE
BARRIERS TO PRODUCTIVITY?
Find out more about increasing your productivity in our success guide:
It starts with connected
This will give you insights into how organisations can increase their
productivity in the 2020s. It covers everything from the challenges you might
be facing, to advice that you can put into action now. Whether you want to
improve collaboration and communication between teams, or bring new
technology into your business – you’ll find all the insights you need.
DOWNLOAD GUIDE
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